Introduction
The discovery of superconductivity in 1911 by H. Kamerlingh Onnesl opened up an entirely new dimension in physical research: investigation of the phenomena of electrical properties at low temperatures. Between 1911 and 1952 the theoretical aspects of superconductivity generally have been studied according to six basic categories: (1) transition to zero resistance; (2) intermediate-state; (3) flux-trapping; (4) metals could be used in flip-flop circuits, gates, counters, and other computer circuitry. In the area of flux-trapping studies, an extension of some previous demonstrations of supercurrents by S. C. Collins3 at MIT showed that trapped flux could be maintained in a superconducting ring for more than two years.? Since the work of Buck, Collins and others showed the feasibility of computer components that would respond to the magnetic control of the superconducting and normal states in tantalum, work was started at this laboratory on the study of a high-speed, high-capacity memory based on the principle of trapping flux in a superconduct- ing film. For the demonstration and measurement of this phenomenon, a memory cell based on trapped flux in superconductors was built. The purpose of this paper is to describe a new type of superconducting memory cell utilizing a lead film and to show its operational characteristics. Analyses are made of the relation of the magnetic field to drive-current density and of the time dependence of the penetration of the magnetic field in the memory cell. For purposes of definition, the switching function is interpreted on the basis of destruction of the superconducting state by a critical current density, rather than by a critical field d e n~i t y .~
Initial cell geometry
An attempt was first made to draw up a basic design for cell geometry. Our early studies of the phenomenological theory of zero resistance and flux trapping indicated that a memory cell (Fig. 2) could consist essentially of an X-group of horizontal drive wires crossing a Y-group at right angles. A sense wire placed at 45" to the X Y junction would intersect all the crossings in the network. The superconducting film was provided in order to trap the flux.
To investigate the superconductive aspects implied in Fig. 2 , a laboratory device was constructed according to the configuration shown in Fig. 3 . This device was designed with drive coils of several turns to provide a high magnetic field and with the superconducting film to serve as a flux barrier, at low magnetic-field strengths, between the input (pulsed-current drive coil) and the output (sense winding). Tests with this simple configuration did show that the film prevented flux penetration at field strengths below a critical value. At low fields, the flux lines are presumably forced along the surface of the film, inducing circulating currents. When the critical current 296 density is reached, the film is forced into the normal conductive state, which permits flux to penetrate the film and flux lines to link a portion of the film. The induced currents that opposed the field now decay. After removal of the drive current the flux is apparently trapped in cracks and imperfections in the film.5
Test memory cell
After the flux-trapping property of the film was established, a test cell was made, in which a hole was provided to serve the function of the imperfections in the film of Fig. 3 . In this test memory cell (Fig. 4) there is a "hard" superconducting film,* with a thin crossbar of superconductive material vacuum-metallized across the hole and placed in electrical contact with the film. Although both film and crossbar are made of lead, the crossbar is a "soft" superconductor because it is thinner than the film.?
Driving is accomplished by means of drive wires placed parallel to the crossbar. A sense wire, located beneath the film, detects flux changes. This particular geometry was selected because it provides the features of the laboratory model in a way that is more readily controllable.
The test cell shown in Fig. 4 was intended to trap flux in a doughnut pattern, as shown in Fig. 5 . The current flow in Fig. 5a was intended to represent in a binary system a value of "l", and the current direction in Fig. 5b a value of "0".
as defined here, is charactenzed by a high tOrigirlally a square hole with a thin bar across it was contemplated.
T h e r e is no operational difference between this and the round hole discussed in this paper. 
Test memory cell: operating characteristics
The operating characteristics of the test memory cell are best described in terms of the oscilloscope waveforms which are approximated by the solid lines in Figs. 6a and 6b. The dashed lines are the hypothetical circulating currents induced in the "soft" crossbar when it is superconducting.
The voltage picked up by the sense wire depends on the rise time of the drive pulse, as indicated in Fig. 6a . For a very slow rise time of about one second, we observed that a) The output voltage at the sense wire is square-shaped and is proportional to the slope of the leading edge of the drive pulse. b) The output begins when the drive current reaches the upper threshold and ends when this current stops rising. c) No output is observed during the fall time of the drive-current pulse. For a fast rise time (about five microseconds) we observed that a) The sense output is much higher than for slow rise times and very sharply peaked, as shown in Fig. 6b.  b ) The threshold for the initiation of the output voltage during the backswing of the drive current in Fig. 6c is a function of pulse width. c) If the bit has a sharp threshold, a "priming" pulse is necessary in order to start information storage. (Fig.  6d represents a complete memory cycle). The manner in which cell operation is affected by drive-pulse rise time and duration may be interpreted in the following way. When the memory cell is pulsed at low rise times in the order of one second (Fig. 6a) a current is set up in the crossbar, establishing a field to oppose that of the drive. The geometry (Fig. 4) Pulse with rise time of 5 ksec.
induced supercurrent decays slightly. The crossbar then becomes superconducting inasmuch as the current is now below the critical value. To the extent that the decaying current does not cause significant heating of the crossbar, the above sequence is repeated (saw-tooth area in Fig.  6a ) until all the field above the critical level has penetrated the crossbar. The flux now threads the hole and links the superconductive crossbar. Since with zero resistance the net change of field linking the crossbar must be zero while the applied pulse is being turned off, the induced current begins to decrease. The induced current decreases to zero and then begins to build up in the opposite direction to sustain the flux at a constant value. In the steady-state condition, this current will remain at some constant amplitude as long as the applied current is zero.
If the rise time of the current pulse is decreased (Fig.  6b ) the flux penetrates the crossbar more rapidly than is true of the condition described above, apparently accompanied by Joule heating and a rise in temperature. The critical rise time of the material employed was approximately 1000 microseconds. The eddy-current heating seems to lower the critical field as well as to restore more resistance. At this point the process becomes regenerative and the resulting observations can be explained by a temperature rise which is extremely rapid.'? The temperature then decreases, as evidenced by the successively increas- (The upper illustration is drawn greatly ofl scale to show layer struc-.
Complete memory cycle for fast ri,se tinws (sense output voltages are omitted).
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lure clearly.)
ing values of I,. in Fig. 6c . Mathematically, the loss in energy owing to eddy currents per unit volume is similar to the loss of energy in the magnetic field; hence, assuming an infinitely thick superconductor,
where H , is the critical field for the destruction of the superconducting state. Also, there is a cooling effect owing to the latent heat of the transition of an amount
When eddy-current loss exceeds the cooling effect of the latent heat, the temperature begins to rise, and the term H,' in Eq. ( 1 ) drops to zero, causing a further increase in the loss by eddy current. However, in the case of the memory cell, an exact solution has not yet been found for the derivation of H , and the peak temperature cannot be determined. From experimental observations, however, we deduce that the temperature rises above T,, and, in consequence, the resistance of the crossbar is completely restored. When all the flux has penetrated the bar, the temperature in the bar then begins to decrease. Investigations reveal that the time factor for the temperature of the bar to decrease to essentially the ambient is a function of the thickness of the film and the substrate. With silicon monoxide as the insulating material between the drive lines, and with glass as the substrate, and with a film-thickness of 900 A, the drive-current requirement was 300 ma, with a heat-decay time of 0.5 microsecond. The time required to restore the superconducting state of lead-indium films on mica has been measured at less than 0 . 1 microsecond.
If the drive-current rise time is in the intermediate range (as in Fig. 6b ) the relaxation time of less than one microsecond is complete before the current stops rising.? As long as the current continues to rise, the induced current builds up to a maximum, exceeds the threshold, and falls back to zero. The bar then goes superconducting, causing the current to begin to build up again.
The operation of the test memory cell does not depend on slow rising or falling pulses as long as the width of the pulse is greater than the heat relaxation time. In addition the amplitude of the circulating current must be less than the threshold. Exceeding the threshold would cause a heating problem during the fall time, which would destroy the stored information.
Application to computer functions
The switching speed of the developmental-model test memory cell (Figs. 1 and 7 ) is approximately 0.01 p e c . This speed of operation is about 100 times faster than the *?'est results (Fig. 6 c ) indicate that thr temperature rearhes its peak value in not more than 10 millirrlicrospcorldr.
?If thr rise time is faster than thr relaxation tirnr thr sir? of thr drive current is inconsequential, since the quantity of stored flux depends on the fall timr. If the fall time is less than thr rrlaxaticm time m d the critical currrnt is exceeded, thrre will bc 110 stored flux.
compared with 400 ma for ferrite-core memories. An important characteristic of the test memory cell is the total absence of delta-noise$ ordinarily found in corememory arrays. This extraordinary feature is the natural consequence of a separation of the drive and sense wires by means of a perfectly conducting plane, i.e., the film. An additional advantage of the test memory cell for computer applications is the packaging of the memory cells into extremely small arrays by means of vacuummetallizing techniques capable of producing film materials with thickness on the order of 900 A. And finally, the test memory cell is capable of operating as a nondestructive memory storage device.
The London wave equations
If we now consider the equations for the time dependence of the magnetic field associated with the memory cell of Fig. 4 
Cgs units are assumed throughout the following discussion. Equation ( 14) reduces to H.,, = ___ .
4~p H t F (15)
IC we postulate another material (air) of thickness D and infinite resistivity placed adjacent to the lead, the field strength in the air will be uniform in space, variable in time and equal to that at the lead interface. At time t=O we apply a constant field H o to the lead ( X = O ) .
The following boundary value problem describes the propagation of the field:
The value A in ( 7 ) is a constant which is character-
H ( X , 0) = 0 istic of the material. It has a value of secz. We assume with London that the total current consists of the effects of the superconducting electrons and the nor-The final condition is a consequence of the conservamal conducting electrons tion of flux through the boundary X = L .
H , < ( L , t ) = --c H , ( L , t ) .
J=J,+J,.
( 1 8 )
effects which are much slower than 10"' second, so that TO solve the boundary-value problem, first introduce
London has shown that e in (8) can be neglected for 4TP 11 dimensionless parameters as follows:
, l . ..
A (12)
H , i . , = h 7 , .
The Laplace transform' x( 20) is Equation ( 12) describes the microscopic field generally, the first term on the right reflects the superconducting effects, the second corresponds to the eddy /T(~,,(., . = -1 -( I,s) = + y h ( l , S ) . current and the third the displacement current.
S
effects of Equation (12) is given by
London has shown that the ratios among the three This reduces the problem to one in ordinary differential equations whose solution is easily verified to be: supercurrent contribution is dominant.
When the transition to the normal state occurs, Equa-The inverse Laplace transformation of % ( X , s ) is obtion ( 12) reduces to tained by an integration in the complex plane.y In our case this problem reduces to a summation involving the e./ ".
Reverting to the original variables, we have
As we shall see, the values of p that interest us are large enough so that the first eigenvalue can be approximated yl = -.
Furthermore, the coefficient of exp( -yh2T) is always less than unity and the values of yh for h > l are larger than x / 2 , enabIing us to disregard all terms after the first. The field strength at X = L becomes:
Setting H / Ho equal to 1 -l / e determines "t,", which is the time required for the output voltage to reach l l e of its peak value can be calculated as 12.5 x 10-g sec. The uncertainty as to the resistivity could account for an order of magnitude error in the above calculations. Nevertheless, the agreement between the observed and calculated times is sufficient to indicate the probable validity of the assumption.
